
LOWE SYNDROME TRUST CHARITY 
EVENT, 25th SEPTEMBER 2007 

With Jonathon Ross, Russell Watson, Beverly Knight, Newton Faulkner, 
Tara Palmer Tomkinson and Jean Christophe Novelli 
  

This fantastic and fun fundraising 
event was organised by Tara 
Palmer Tomkinson's event and 
lifestyle company Three's A 
Crowd. The event had a wide 
variety of sponsors/revellers 
including Hello! Magazine, 
Play.com, EMC 

computers, Network2supplies, Generators now, KMPG, 
CapGemini, Keanes, Ingram Builders, to Mystical Fairies (I kid you not!). The 
event is featured in Hello! MagazineOct9th who also ran a feature on Jonathan 
Ross's support for the charity on Oct02.     
   

The party was held at Floridita in Soho (London UK) and was hosted by Charity 
Trustee  Jonathan Ross with dancing to Russell Watson who's 
repertoire  included "strangers in the night" <play video>  and "that's 
life", Newton Faulkner and Beverly Knight <play video>. Revellers included 
"IT" girl Seville Bulpitt, TV stars Tris Payne, Louise Rednapp, producer John 
McKenzie, Arsenal footballers Alexander Hleb & Mathieu Flamini (also 
charity patron) and charity patron Tony Hadley. 
  

A champagne reception featuring the stunning street 
magician Dynamo started  the night rolling, followed by a dinner by award-winning 
chef Jean Christophe Novelli, salsa dancers and comedy and an auction conducted 
by Tara Palmer Tomkinson and Johnathan Ross.  
The charity would like to say a massive THANKYOU to everybody, especially all the 
volunteer performers, auction prize donors and sponsors. Russell performed with a 
mini-orchestra, Newton actually flew from a tour in Germany especially for this 
event and Beverley Knight performed with band and backing singers.  

We hope to have raised £40,000 for the charity!    

  

PS: When if you have pics,  want pics removed or can supply names please contact 
me at andrewthomas @ homechoice. co. uk  
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Last but least .... Andrew Thomas with collection of IT girls: 
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